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ABSTRACT: Multiple Natural, synthetic and cold-blooded polymers are used for multiple medical operations. A wide range of different polymers is available, and they have further the advantage to be tunable in physical, chemical, and natural parcels in a wide range to match the conditions of specific operations. This review gives a brief overview about the preface, polymer types, parcels, and developments of polymers in drug in general, addressing first stable polymers, also polymers with degradability as a first natural function, followed by colorful other functional and responsive polymers. There’s latterly an overview of the most constantly used polymer classes. The main body of the review also is structured according to the medical operations, where crucial conditions of the operations and the presently used polymer results are indicated.
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INTRODUCTION

The word "polymer" means "numerous corridor" (from the Greek poly, meaning "numerous," and mero, meaning "corridor"). Polymers are giant motes with molar millions ranging from thousands to millions. Roughly 80 percent of the organic chemical assiduity is devoted to the product of synthetic polymers, similar as plastics, fabrics, filaments, and synthetic rubbers. Polymers are a large class of accoutrements conforming of numerous small motes (called monomers) that can be linked together to form long chains, therefore they're known as macro molecules. Humans have taken advantage of the versatility of polymers for centuries in the form of canvases, sails, resins, and epoxies. Still, it wasn't until the artificial revolution that the ultramodern polymer assiduity began to develop. In the late 1830s, Charles Goodyear succeeded in producing a useful form of natural rubber through a process known as "vulcanization.”

CLASSIFICATION

Polymers can be classified in numerous different ways. The most egregious bracket is grounded on the origin of the polymer, i.e., natural versus synthetic (9). All the conversion processes being in our body are due to the presence of enzymes. Enzymes, nucleic acids, and proteins are polymers of natural origin. Bounce a staple food in utmost societies—cellulose, and natural rubber, on the other hand, are exemplifications of polymers of factory origin and have fairly simpler structures than those of enzymes or proteins. There are a large number of synthetic polymers conforming of colorful families—filaments, elastomers, plastics, bonds, etc. Grounded on the way in which the polymer chains are bounded together in the solid, polymers may be classified as thermoplastics and thermosetting. In thermoplastics, the bonds between the polymer chains are weak secondary bonds. When they're hotted, their malleability increases and plastic inflow occurs. The material softens and eventually melts. The melting point of thermoplastics is of the order of many hundred oC. The main advantage of thermoplastics is that they canre-melt andre-mold, that is, they can be recombined as shown in figure 1. Exemplifications of thermoplastics are polyethylene, polypropylene, polyvinylchloride, nylon etc. Thermosetting polymers are the bone in which the single unit joins in further than one direction with several branches. The side chains form a three-dimensional network of primary covalent bonds. When thermosets are...
Polymers may be classified as direct polymers, fanned polymers and cross-linked polymers. In direct polymers the ‘mer’ units are joined together in single chains as shown in figure 3 (a). Chains are clicked to each other by weak van der waal forces. For illustration, polyethylene, polyvinylchloride, nylon, etc. In fanned polymers, the chain contains side branches as shown in figure 3 (b). The side branches affect from side responses that do during conflation. The quilting in these polymers is veritably small and so they’ve low viscosity. In cross-linked polymers as shown in figure 3 (c), conterminous direct chains are joined to one another at colorful positions by covalent bonds. This kind of cross linking is achieved during conflation of the polymer or by chemical processes at elevated temperature with cumulative titltes motes (10-14). The variation in polymer structure is observed when the backbone of polymer patch contains a carbon snippet attached to two different side groups. Similar polymers can have different configurational arrangements or tactility.

VARIETY OF POLYMER

Depending on their applications, polymers may be classified as rubbers, plastics, fibers, adhesives, and coatings. Each application requires a polymer to possess certain properties.

1 RUBBER

Rubbers are substantially used in tire manufacturing. A tire is a dynamic service terrain that experiences disunion with the ground face; has to carry a heavy cargo of auto weight and its passengers; and is exposed to ultraviolet radiation, ozone, oxygen (outside and outdoors of the tire), riding conditions (wind, rain), and fatigue (dynamic lading and unloading). From a processing perspective, a tire is a compound of a many rubbers, essence, fiber, particulate paddings, and more. This requires rubber factors of a tire to have excellent cohesive (strength) and glue (adhesion) parcels. Rubbers have unique extension parcels, they can be stretched without failure, and they can be loaded with static and dynamic loads under veritably severe conditions. Just imagine for a moment, wharf of a completely loaded weight aeroplane or a marketable aircraft. Different rubbers offer different parcels. Those with double bonds (e.g., isoprene, butane) offer resiliency but are veritably susceptible to oxidation and ozonation. Those without double bonds (e.g., ethylene – propylene rubber) are veritably durable against riding conditions. Some are veritably resistant to oil painting (e.g., chloroprene and nitrile) and some have excellent impermeability (e.g., isobutylene – isoprene rubber). Tube-in tires are still used in which the tube part is principally made of an air-impermeable rubber.
called butyl. Silicone is a veritably inert rubber with nearly no affinity to any material. Thus, silicone rubber is an excellent seeker for veritably durable corridor similar as implants in biomedical operations. Rubbers in general aren't veritably strong in their raw form but they've a eventuality to be cross-linked and cured. None of the rubbers used in tires can serve this operation without witnessing a curing process. Rubber is loaded with certain chemicals (curing agents) and is cured or cross-linked at high pressure and temperature.

2 PLASTIC
Plastics on the other hand retain fully different parcels. Their glass transition temperature is generally above the room temperature as opposed to elastomers as shown in Figure 20–12. Plastic corridor are manufactured by ways similar as injection molding, extrusion, and thermoforming that bear the plastic to be in its molten state. Plastics that are used in general operations similar as packaging are generally cheap and are structurally weak. Polymers similar as polyethylene, polypropylene, and polystyrene have only carbon in their backbone. The other groups of plastics which are used in engineering operations are needed to be impact resistant, rainfall resistant, solvent resistant, and so on and so forth. These are generally miscellaneous plastics, which have rudiments other than carbon similar as N, Si, and O in their backbone. Polymers, polyamides, and polyacetals are negotiating plastics with veritably high intermolecular forces and hence high melting point.

3 FIBERS
Polymers for stringy products are needed to have a liquid structure with a veritably sharp melting point. For this operation, polymers need to be meltable and spinnable. Polypropylene filaments are used for plastic baskets, they're weak, and don't retain any specific parcels. On the other hand, Kevlar filaments are used for bulletproof jackets. This operation requires the fiber to have veritably strong intermolecular forces. In manufacturing filaments, both general and engineering plastics are used. Exemplifications of fiber-forming accoutrements are cellulose acetate, rayon, polypropylene, nylon, polyester, polyamide, and polyacrylonitrile.

4 ADHESIVE AND COATING
The needed parcels of polymers for glue and coating operations are tackiness and cohesion. This means that tenacious forces (commerce with a alternate material) should be in balance with cohesive forces (commerce with itself). Both forces increase with the molecular weight of the polymer as molecular relations increase between the same or different motes due to increased face area. Structurally speaking, the cohesive forces within a polymer can be modulated by changing its molecular weight, crystalline, or addition of a alternate material similar as plasticizes or canvases.

PROPERTIES
Chemical Properties
The seductive forces between polymer chains play a large part in determining polymer's parcels. Because polymer chains are so long, these inter chain forces are amplified far beyond the lodestones between conventional motes. Different side groups on the polymer can advance the polymer to (ionic clinging) or (hydrogen clinging) between its own chains. These stronger forces generally affect in advanced tensile strength and advanced crystalline melting points. The intermolecular forces in polymers can be affected by (dipole) in the monomer units. Polymers containing (amide) or (carbonyl) groups can form (hydrogen bonds) between conterminous chains; the incompletely appreciatively charged hydrogen titles in N-H groups of one chain are explosively attracted to the incompletely negatively charged oxygen titles in C-O groups on another. These strong hydrogen bonds, for illustration, affect in the high tensile strength and melting point of polymers containing (Carbamate urethane) or urea liaison (Duarte, 2003), which could be caught on by polymerization commerce.

OPTICAL PROPERTIES
Optic parcels Polymers similar as PMMA and HEMA MMA are used as matrices in the gain medium of solid-state color spotlights that are also known as polymer spotlights. These polymers have a high face quality and are also largely transparent so that the ray parcels are dominated by the ray color used to tip the polymer matrix. These types of spotlights that also belong to the class of organic spotlights are known to yield veritably narrow line extents which are useful for spectroscopy and logical operations. An important optic parameter in the polymer used in ray operations is the change in refractive indicator with temperature (Duarte, 2003).
APPLICATION

POLYESTERS

Biostable and biodegradable polyesters are used in biomedicine. Biostable polyesters containing sweet groups are poly carbonates (PC), poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET, Dacron). They are used in forms of membranes, fibers and morass. (Hofmann, 1996).

POLYETHER

Ether bondings are bio stable. Poly ether ether ketone (PEEK) as hard material for orthopedic applications and polyether sulfone (PES) for dialysis membranes are main representatives of this polymer class in biomedicine (Krieter et al, 2011).

Polyurethans

Polyurethanes are synthesized with multiple chemistries and parcels. Polyester-polyether-, and polycarbonate-grounded polyurethanes with sweet or aliphatic factors are in medical use, where sweet phrasings have the better memoir stability. Poly ether grounded poly arenes, especially aliphatic phrasings show rap’id-fire softening in the body, making them more comfortable for the case. (Neil et al, 2010).

CONCLUSION

Just as nature has used natural polymers as the material of choice, humanity will choose polymeric accoutrements as the choice material. Humans have progressed from the Stone Age, through the Citation, Iron, and Steel periods into its current age, the Age of Polymers. An age in which synthetic polymers are and will be the material of choice. The large number of current and unborn operations of polymeric accoutrements has created a great public need for persons specifically trained to carry out exploration and development polymer wisdom and engineering. A person choosing a career in this field can anticipate to achieve both.
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